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2. Catharticalfuwa elUaiom offl conforma geont.ry.
In the preceding Chapter, we have established the so-callecl fundamental

differential equations for the tIat conformal geometry, and discussed the trans-

formation law of the coefficients of the fundamental equations under chage of

faotors and under ooordinate transformations respeotive!y. We have also studied

the integrabflity conditions of the ftmdamental differential equations.

In the present Chapter, we shall introduce a canonical form of the funda-

mental equations and discuss the transformation law of the .coefficients of the

canonical fundamental equations under coordinate trausformations, the factor

being fixed in this case. We shall, in the last Pph of the present Chapter,

also study the integmbflity conditions of the canonical fundamental differential

equations.

1. Caozfuamel el’Uats.
We have seen that, the fundamental equations established for a relate

d

(2.1) p-= //a+/

if we perform a change of factor

(.3)
the retire A0, Ax, Aoo wKl be transformed into another relre
following the formulae

(. ) * (4, +&),

=6 -1) K. Yano: On the flat conformal difforential geometry I. Proc., 21 (1945) 419

2) T. Y. Thomas: On conformal geometry.. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 12 (1926),
352--359.
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where

d log b md b* gb=
To obtain aeo re.re, we5m tlm ntion the rlt

form the mnen of efunenr%4.=G
e from wch we ve

or

(.)
g deno dtform with g. Sutu the value (2.4) of

in the fiom (2.3), we find

*=g-,

.&=fs 019
O

+A

d!g ,

We shall call the relre [*A, *A,, *A] the canonical relate or the

relate naturel. Such relres aro characterized by the endition

(.6)
The oanoniel repute [*A, *Aa, .*A] being detlned at every point of the

oofformal spae 0, we can establish, by a proeess analogous to that tsed in

Chapter 1, 1", the canonical fundamental equafioizs

d*A
O *A,

O*&, *II,,*Ao+*II*A+*II,*A

O*A
d *H*A

with reslmct to the canonical relate [*A0, *A,, *A,,, where

(2.8)

// being determined in Paragraph B of the pro.nt Chapter.

It will be notie that the coefficients ,//x_/t’, that is Christoffel synbols

formed wigh , satisf the conditions
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"Hx,, -0(2.9)
2. T’an,sfo’mation law of coelcients of the canmical fundamen,I

equations.
The facri fixed for the eanoeal rere we haveo to mider he

coordinate trmmformatiom

(2.1o) e-,
bder this ernate transformation, the re.re [, A,] is tsfor-

mM imo other re.re [, A, Aj followitg the formae

and g, A.A in , A-A, followi,g

g"=
d

gv

from which g=A:g and m(uently

Ai ghe Jabim of ghe ordina graformaion.

Snbstituti the uations ingo (2.5) writn Nr ghe barrM qnigi we

find

*A,,=zf--*Ao,

( d log zl* z/ ii

oe
(2.11)

*=--- -+-
, d log A

wNeh #ve the tramformation law of he eanoNeal re#re [*, *Ax, *] under
a ena trformagion (2.10), where

O O O d GG,=A G. and

SuNtituti the tmtion (2.11) in the eanoNeN funmen eqtio

dx *A,

d*A _.,ii0 , -, -(.)

established for the canonical ret3re [*Ao, *A, *YLo]_, and takillg account of the
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where

d log .4 ---,

The formulae (2.13) give the transformation law of the coetticieltts o[

oanonical fundamental equations.

3. _lntegrabi.lity condition,s of the canonical Jundamental eluatians.
We shall now consider the integrability conditions of the canonical funda-

mental equations.

Applying the method analogous to that used in tlm third Paragraph of

Chapter 1, we obtain the

Theo’e.r, 2: In order ’that *II;,, *II K,, *lI G.(iG 1) and

*H->’*r..., be coec,iets of the canonical fundamental eqat.ions of flat
c,formal geo,met,ry, i$ is necessary awl. sulciet that,
when n=3

b.en ,>3

(2.16)

*R

being rlecessarily given by

this statement,, the solidus denotes the formal covariant derivative with

respect to K, and
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and

*R, , z,, ,R:G,:R
The fact that these conditions are invariant under coordinate transformations

may be vdrified as follovra
As is shown at the end of Chapter 1, the quantities

$2.,., J2.. are related by the equations

(2.18) ,9..=9.. 8 log g

and

(2.19)
respectively. The last equation shows hat the quantities .. are components

of a tensor, which coincides with Weyl’s conformal curvature tensor. The equa-

tions (2.18) shows that *..,. are not in general components of a tensor. But

J2.,._ vmfishing for n=3, this equation shows also that when :3, *..... are

components of a tensor which coincides with conformaJ covariant of J.M.

Thomas.)

Thus the conditions in the Theorem 2 are all stated in the form irian

uuder coordinate transformations.

3. Theory of cu,res.

In the prent Chapter, we shall study the theory of cures in the confor.mal

space C,,. We shall establish rst the Frenet formulae with respect m a projec-

tive parameter.

These formulae were already obtained by the present author. Here we

shall show that we can deduce, from the Frenet formulae wiCh ’espect to a pro-

jeetive parameter, the Frenet formulae which do not depend on the projective

parameter and coincide essentially with those obtained by the p.resen author in

the study of linear connections of Weyl-ttlavat and of its application ) thb con-

formal geometry.

We state the restfls for the curve in the eonformally tla space but it is

eviden that the results are valid also for he curves in the space with cofformal
comection.

1". TTe F’eet formulae with ’espect to a ’ojective parameteq’.
Let us consider a curve *--$*(t) in the nformal space C. and put

(3.)

(1) ]. M. Thomas: Conformal invariants. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 1Z (1926),
389-393.
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where p is a function of the parameter which will be deermined later.

Differentiating (3.1) alon the curve, we have

d dp d$

from which

The .0 being a point-hypersphere on the curve,
d

is a llypersphere passing through the point o) and onal to .he curve. We
shall choose t. factor p in such a manner that we have/S<u" So)--1, from which

we obtain

dt

where 8 is a parameter defined by the eondition

g ds d

( .53

where a dot denotes the differentiation with respec to the parameter s.

Dierentiating the relations-Sa)-- 0 and So)-c,=1 along the cme,
we find respectively

d d
1--!-0).- So=0 and 8a--,=0.

(3.6)

is in general a 1DTersphere orthcnal to the hypersphere c" We shall choose

the parameter t in inch a way that the hypersphere c(R))ruces to a point-

hyper-phere.

Substituting (3.5) into (3.6), we find

where

a=H. d d$ a, d d" d
d8 ds

and d,. +// d d
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Consequently, in order that S() be a point-h.ypersphere, we must have

1(3.8) {t, s}
2

where {t, .} denotes the Schwarzian derivative of With respect to

The equations (3.8) shows the projective character of the paramer t thus

defined. We shall call t tbe projective_parameter on the cttrve.

We thts attached, to every point S(0) of the curve, a unit h)oe.rsphere

passing through the point So).and orhogonal to the curve and a point-bs"per-

sphere ,S’c on ,% satisfying

(3.1.0) d-() [g’ e---a +lIa ds /A
$a dX rx d

by vixtue of (3.8). where - denos the eoviant deffemntiation along the

curve with re the Chisffel symlls H {,}, ,
(,a da d$ d-- - +III" as ds

which vll be easily verified.

Differentiating the relations

8(o)"S() 1, See" S() 0, Sc) S()--0
along the curve, we find

d d d
So). dt S(oo) O, So)’---dr- S() O, S() t-S) O

d
S() is not identil[v zero, it is a lmphere passing threshThus, if

dt
two )ints S(0) and S) and ohogonal the hhere So), comuent]v we

can pu
d

(3.9) dt N)

where Nc) is a unit rsphere pusi thresh No) md N) and otthogonal

To obtain the expmion of o)and ,(), we fferentia (3.7) along

curve, then we find

d 1 d
{t, s} + +H,a

( dax +H,a d$ +a
d$x +II d$+
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Thus if we put

where

we have

vo--a
ds "1" (gaa" --a) d$ds +II dds
rl) where kt)-- gd’v

Consequently, the equations (3.9) and (3.11) give
2"0(3.13) -- eA+ A,,

where

dt-()=o, wehave

d

and consequently

8co)- [Sco)]o + t[So)]o + 2

which shows that Sc0) deseri a ircle psi throh two x ints
and [Sc)]o and ohogonal the fixed hyperhere

For a circle, we have, from C3.10),

C3.14) g;-a + 0

und

x 0- dX d$

The iom (.14)i a couene of (3.15), (.15) are differential

aiom of a oirole.

Reurni he general ee, we diereniate he relations

alo he ourve, hen we nd

1) K. Yano: Sdr les circonf6rences gn(rralis(es dans l’espaee h connexion conforme.
Proc., 14 (1938), 329-332,
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d d d d
8,,"tSv)=0, S(,.d Sc-) =0,o+S. dt--Sa=0,.- =0.

Tht the here
d S

ps throh the ints So and )and oho to the rher
and Sd corinth,, we n put

d

where S3) a theithm the poin So)and Sc) and

ohon theherSo and S.
Suitu (3.4) d (3.13) (3.16), wed

+( ds

by ue of the relation

where we have put

Thus, we pu
(.7)

where

and
"2]QO 0),

Diffemntiati the relatior

alo the cue, we find

d d d

d d
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paes through the points (0) and S(oo) and is orthogonaI to the hyrspheres

o), Sc-) and .). Consequently, we can put

d

where S(4) is a trait hypersphere passing through c0) mdc and orthogonal to

Substituting (3.13) and (3.17) into (3.18), we find

by virtue of the relation

Thus we can put

(3.19)
where

and

Proceeding in this manner, we arrive at the formulae

d d

where So), Sa), .-.i Soo are n mutually orthogonal unit hypersphezes passing
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through two points Sc) and Sc), 80) being the point on the curve and So) being

a unit bypersphere orthogonal to the curve.

These are the Frenet formulae with respect to a projective parameter.’)

If we put

and

1) K. Yano: Sur la thorle des espaces a connexion conforme. Journal of the Faculty
of Science, Tokye Imperial University, /ol. IV, Part, 1, 0939) 1-59.
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The Frenet formulae (3.20) are established with respect to a projective

parameter t. It is evident that the parameter t is inwu’iant trader both change

of factors and transfo.rmations of ooordinatea But the parameter t being defined

by a Schwarzian equation, it is determined onb" up to a transformation

at4-bt--
ct +------- (ad--bcO).

Consequently, the Frenet formdae (3.20) is certainly conform but contair

some thig arbitrary depending upon the choice of the parameter t.

The modification of these formflae will be distressed in the following

Paragraph.

But the Frenet formulae (3.22) and (3.23) do not depend upon the pro-

jective parameter consequently these are purely cofformal Frenet formulae for

the curve.

It will be easily verified that our formtflae (3.23) esentially coincide with

those obtained by the present author in the study of the linear connections of

Wevl-I-Ilavat and of its application to the eonform.al geometry2

1) K. Yano" Sur ]a connexion de Weyl-Hlavat et ses applications a la gomitrie
conforine. Proc. Ph)’sico-Math. Soc. Japan, 22 (1940), 595-621.


